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Abstract
The essence of a 3D shape can often be well captured by its salient
feature curves. In this paper, we explore the use of salient curves
in synthesizing intuitive, shape-revealing textures on surfaces. Our
texture synthesis is guided by two principles: matching the direc-
tion of the texture patterns to those of the salient curves, and align-
ing the prominent feature lines in the texture to the salient curves
exactly. We have observed that textures synthesized by these princi-
ples not only fit naturally to the surface geometry, but also visually
reveal, even reinforce, the shape’s essential characteristics. We call
these feature-aligned shape texturing. Our technique is fully au-
tomatic, and introduces two novel technical components in vector-
field-guided texture synthesis: an algorithm that orients the salient
curves on a surface for constrained vector field generation, and a
feature-to-feature texture optimization.
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1 Introduction
Salient curves have been explored extensively in non-photorealistic
rendering of 2D images and 3D surface models. An underlying as-
sumption is that a small set of salient lines can capture well the ge-
ometric features of a complex shape. For example, a 2D image can
be abstracted by lines at strong local maxima of image gradients,
and a 3D surface can be intuitively visualized by lines highlight-
ing the protrusions and indentations. The expressiveness of these
salient curve features further suggests that they may play important
roles in the decoration of shapes, such as by colors or textures. That
is, the decorative features may better serve the purpose of enriching
the shape appearance when they are aligned with the salient curves.
Indeed, this is observed in the 2D case in the recent work of Orzan
et al. [2008], who showed that adding colors that are diffused from
a set of planar curves dramatically enhances the vividness of the
shape that is conveyed by those curves.

In much of the same spirit as [Orzan et al. 2008], we explore
ornamenting a 3D surface model with synthesized texture patterns
that are aligned with salient curves on the surface. Previously, tex-
ture synthesis was mostly guided by user inputs that indicate the
placement and orientation of textures. While user guidance is im-
portant when the surface geometry does not provide strong hint for
the layout of textures, a large class of models do possess perceptu-
ally prominent shape features that should be utilized. Salient curve
features, in particular, are well suited for guiding the synthesis, not
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Figure 1: Decorating a shape with textures without user assistance
often conceals the shape’s rich geometric details (b). Our fully au-
tomatic algorithm synthesizes textures that better reveal, and even
enhance, the shape appearance (c) — here the fish has “awoken”.
This is done by orienting the texture patterns with the direction of
the salient curves on the shape (a) and enforcing exact feature-to-
feature alignment between the salient curves and texture features.

only because they capture the essence of the 3D shapes, but also
due to the availability of automatic algorithms, such as [Yoshizawa
et al. 2005], that can robustly detect curve features on surfaces.

Our synthesis is guided by two principles. First, we make
the synthesized texture patterns follow the direction of the salient
curves on the input surface. Second, when prominent line features
exist in the original texture pattern, we exactly line up these tex-
ture features with the salient surface features. We have observed,
on many models with prominent curve features (e.g., the one in
Figure 1), that syntheses guided by these two principles, which we
call feature-aligned shape texturing, not only fit the texture to the
surface more naturally than those without, but also tend to enrich
the overall perception of the shape itself. Such synthesis could be
offered as an automated option to a modeler to improve texture ap-
pearance on surfaces that are rich in curve features.

We implement feature-aligned texturing within the optimization-
based framework that has been successful in synthesis from texture
exemplars [Kwatra et al. 2005; Wexler et al. 2007]. In this frame-
work, texture is synthesized along a user-guided vector field on the
surface, maximizing the similarity between the texture pattern in
the oriented neighborhood of each vertex and the appearance of a
texture examplar. We introduce two novel algorithmic components
into this framework that are essential for feature-aligned texturing.
To orient the textures by the direction of salient curves, we pro-
pose an algorithm for determining the orientation of vectors along
the salient curves, which are used as constraints to obtain a smooth
curve-guided vector field with reduced singularities. To enforce
exact placement of texture features along the surface features, we
augment the texture optimization formulation by an exact feature-
to-feature alignment. The complete synthesis method is fully au-
tomatic, and works in conjunction with any existing methods that
extract feature curves on surfaces.



Figure 2: Our texture synthesis pipeline: starting from a surface with extracted salient curves (a), we first compute a smooth vector field that
follows the curve directions (b), and then synthesize the texture along the vector field from a given examplar (c). If prominent features exist
in the examplar, we enforce exact alignment of these features with the salient curves (d).

Contributions: The driving goal of feature-aligned shape textur-
ing is to reveal and enhance the intrinsic geometric features of the
3D shape using textures. In this respect, our work makes a first step
in a direction that complements existing efforts in texture synthesis
that are mostly concerned with the continuity, low distortion of the
textures or their conformation to user constraints. We make two
main contributions in this direction:

∙ While salient feature curves are known to play a critical role
in perceiving a shape, we harness these curves to decorate
the shape’s surface. In particular, we observe that synthesis
guided by two principles (directional agreement between tex-
ture and salient curves on a surface as well as exact feature
alignment) provides a natural fit of texture to an object while
revealing the shape’s essential characteristics.

∙ We develop a fully automatic texture synthesis method, and
introduce two novel algorithm components. We propose an
algorithm for computing a smooth vector field from a set of
un-oriented curve constraints, and a feature-to-feature texture
optimization technique for 3D surfaces.

2 Related work
Our work is concerned with texture synthesis guided by surface
features, and draws inspirations from three related areas: texture
synthesis, vector field design, and feature-based shape perception.

Texture synthesis: There is a rich body of work on synthesizing
textures directly on surfaces (see [Wei et al. 2009]). The pixel-
based approach was simultaneously generalized by [Wei and Levoy
2001] and [Turk 2001] to surfaces. The patch-based approach was
first introduced in lapped texture by Praun et. al. [2000], where
user-specified irregular texture patches are randomly pasted onto a
surface. Texture optimization [Kwatra et al. 2005] has recently
been extended to surfaces [Kwatra et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2009],
multiscale texture synthesis from multiple texture exemplars [Han
et al. 2008] and inverse texture synthesis [Wei et al. 2008]. Fu and
Lung [2005] have extended Wang tiles [Cohen et al. 2003] to sur-
faces. There have been recent works on synthesizing solid texture
from 2D texture exemplars [Kopf et al. 2007; Takayama et al. 2008;
Dong et al. 2008] as well.

Vector field design: Vector fields play an essential role in control-
ling the appearance of details and textures over surfaces. Methods
have been proposed for generating vector fields on planar and 2-
manifold domains. Praun et. al. [2000] use radial basis functions
to interpolate a sparse set of vector constraints at selected points,
while others use hierarchical low pass filtering [Turk 2001], inter-
polation in tangent spaces [Wei and Levoy 2001], or tools from Dis-
crete Exterior Calculus [Fisher et al. 2007]. Zhang et. al. [2006]
design smooth tangent vector fields by allowing precise placement
of different types of singularities. Recently, Chen et. al. [2008] de-
velop an interactive technique to design a tensor field which guides
the generation of street networks that conform to the tensor field.

Feature based shape perception: The use of feature lines on sur-
faces has become popular in conveying and depicting 3D shapes.
Examples include smooth silhouettes [Hertzmann and Zorin 2000],
suggestive contours [Decarlo et al. 2003], geometric ridges and
valleys [Ohtake et al. 2004], apparent ridges [Judd et al. 2007],
and demarcating curves [Kolomenkin et al. 2008]. Recently, [Cole
et al. 2008] provides a statistical analysis of the locations where
artists draw lines and the geometric, viewpoint, and lighting char-
acteristics of the underlying 3D scene. On the other hand, the per-
ception of a 3D shape can be significantly affected by texture infor-
mation. The work of Gorla et. al. [2003] studies the accuracy of
judging a shape by the orientation of the texture pattern anisotropy
with respect to the principal curvature directions over the shape’s
surface. The work of [Narain et al. 2007] generates texture along
features on continuous flows.

Other related works: The works of [Alliez et al. 2003; Kälberer
et al. 2007; Marinov and Kobbelt 2004] propose approaches to gen-
erate quad meshes whose quadrangles are aligned with two orthog-
onal direction fields. Dong et. al. [2006] propose a quad remesh-
ing method which connects extrema of Laplacian eigenfunctions
via gradient flow. In the realm of 2D images, the recent work of
diffusion curves [Orzan et al. 2008] uses a set of feature lines in an
image to represent the original image via Poisson equation, and our
study draws much inspiration from this work.

3 Overview
To compute feature-aligned shape textures, our synthesis is guided
by two principles. First, we would like the orientation of the syn-
thesized texture to match with the direction of the salient curves,
so that the texture “flows” with surface features. Second, to better
reveal the shape at the salient curves (e.g., sharp edges in Figure 1),
we would like any prominent line features in the texture examplar
to be placed exactly along those curves. Given a 3D surface with
extracted salient curves and a texture examplar, our synthesis pro-
ceeds in two fully automated steps, which are illustrated in Figure
2 and detailed in the next two sections:

Vector field generation: We first compute a tangent vector field on
the surface that specifies the orientation of the textures, as shown in
Figure 2(b). To align the vector field with the direction of salient
curves, we propose an incremental algorithm for determining the
orientation of the salient curves, and an efficient way to compute a
smooth, constrained vector field by energy minimization. The main
goal here is to obtain proper curve orientations which would lead to
a smooth curve-guided vector field with reduced singularities.

Texture optimization: Next, we compute the texture along the vec-
tor field following the patch-based texture optimization framework
of [Kwatra et al. 2005; Kwatra et al. 2007]. To align the texture
features exactly along the salient surface features, we augment the
optimization formulation with an exact feature-to-feature alignment
constraint. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) compare the synthesized textures
without and with such a constraint.



Figure 3: Vector field generated (via harmonic diffusion) from arbitrarily oriented salient curves exhibits undesirable bending and singularities
(a). Our orientation algorithm works iteratively where at each step, it computes the vector field from curves that have already been oriented
(b), measures the consistency of remaining curves with the field (c), and orients the curve which has the highest consistency score (d). The
resulting assignment of curve orientations results in a much smoother field (e) with reduced singularities.

4 Curve-guided vector field generation
Texture synthesis on surfaces typically requires a vector field that
determines the local orientation of textures. To obtain continuous,
feature-aligned textures, we desire a smooth vector field that fol-
lows the direction of the salient curves. Methods capable of com-
puting a smooth vector field that is constrained by user-provided
vectors exist [Praun et al. 2000; Fisher et al. 2007]. The main chal-
lenge of adopting salient curve constraints in these methods is that
these curves are un-oriented — a tangent vector on the curve can
assume either one of two possible orientations. Arbitrarily oriented
tangent vector constraints may produce excessive bending and sin-
gularities in the resulting vector field, e.g., see Figure 3(a).

We present, in Section 4.1, an algorithm for determining the ori-
entation of tangent vectors along a set of un-oriented curves on a
surface, so as to minimize the bending and singularities in a vec-
tor field constrained by these tangent vectors, as shown in Figure
3(e). Our algorithm can work in conjunction with any method that
computes a smooth vector field from oriented vector constraints,
and further empowers these algorithms to intake un-oriented con-
straints. In our implementation, we adopted a harmonic-guided dif-
fusion technique for vector field generation, which is simple to im-
plement, efficient to run, and producing the desired fields for sub-
sequent texture synthesis. This will be presented in Section 4.2.

4.1 Curve orientation

Given a set of curves on a 3D surface, each represented as a se-
quence of vertices connected by edges, we wish to assign an ori-
entation to the tangent vector at each vertex, so that a vector field
that interpolates these oriented tangents (using any particular algo-
rithm for vector field generation) is as smooth as possible. One
could formulate the problem as a combinatorial optimization task,
optimizing some smoothness measure of the vector field over all
possible choices of tangent orientations (two at each vertex). How-
ever, such a global smoothness measure for a vector field is difficult
to formulate. Instead, we found that a greedy algorithm guided by
a local, incremental measure works very well in practice, resulting
in smooth fields automatically and efficiently.

Our algorithm works incrementally and assigns one orientation
to all tangent vectors along a feature curve at a time. The reason
that we consider entire curves instead of individual tangent vectors
is to avoid undesirable flipping of the orientations along a feature
curve, which could happen if individual tangent vectors exhibit sig-
nificant variations due to, for example, noise or discretization. To
identify individual feature curves, we pre-process the salient curves
given on the input surface to group close-by, disconnected curve
segments along a smooth salient feature and break long curves at
high curvature points. Grouping and breaking are controlled by
user-specified distance and curvature thresholds, respectively.

We illustrate our algorithm in Figure 3. To start, one feature
curve is picked and assigned an arbitrary orientation. We choose the
longest feature curve, the black curve in (b), based on the premise
that this curve is expected to be the most visually dominant. A
smooth vector field, shown by blue vectors, is then computed that
interpolates this single curve constraint. At each subsequent step,
one un-oriented curve is picked and assigned an orientation, in a
way that the vector field interpolating this expanded set of oriented
curves introduces least ”distortion” to the vector field that interpo-
lates the current set of oriented curves. This is done by computing a
score for each un-oriented curve, as shown in color in (c). The curve
with the highest score is picked and oriented, and the vector field
is updated to interpolate the newly oriented curve, as in (d). The
algorithm repeats until all curves are oriented, as in (e). In hind-
sight, we can achieve smoothness of the final vector field, which
interpolates all the feature curves, if at each step of the algorithm,
the intermediate interpolating field is as smooth as possible.

The key to drive our incremental orientation algorithm is a mea-
sure of how much “distortion” will need to be introduced to a vector
field, which interpolates a set of oriented curves, in order to inter-
polate an additional oriented curve. Our measure is based on the
following intuition. Consider a vector field u interpolating some
oriented vectors, and the field u′ that interpolates an additional vec-
tor 𝑣𝑝 at vertex 𝑝. If 𝑣𝑝 coincides with u(𝑝), the vector at 𝑝 in the
original field u, then u′ would be identical with u. Otherwise, u′

would contain some bending around 𝑝 in order to accommodate the
new constraint 𝑣𝑝. Intuitively, the larger the angle between 𝑣𝑝 and
u(𝑝), the more severe the bending would be.

Thus we define the score of an un-oriented curve with respect to
a given vector field to reflect the accumulated consistency between
the curve and the vector field, where each term in the accumula-
tion is inversely related to an angular deviation measured at a point
along the curve. Specifically, given a curve 𝑐 and a vector field u,
the consistency score is expressed as

𝑔(𝑐,u) = max

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
𝑝∈𝑉 (𝑐)

𝜋 − 𝜃𝑝
𝜋 + 𝜃𝑝

,
∑

𝑝∈𝑉 (𝑐)

𝜃𝑝
2𝜋 − 𝜃𝑝

⎫⎬
⎭ . (1)

Here 𝜃𝑝 ∈ [0, 𝜋] is the angle between the tangent vector at vertex
𝑝 along the curve 𝑐 and the vector in the vector field u at 𝑝, and
the denominator normalizes each term of the sum to within [0, 1].
The curve 𝑐 is given an arbitrary orientation when defining 𝑔(𝑐,u);
in fact, 𝑔(𝑐,u) is invariant to the change of orientation of 𝑐. With
the max operation, we are ensured that the orientation of 𝑐 that is
more consistent with the existing field is chosen to define its score.
It is also worth noting that the motivation of using accumulated
consistency, instead of other alternatives such as the average, is to
favor long curves that are consistent with the vector field.



Limitation Our automatic curve orientation algorithm works well
for most 3D models tested, including all examples in this paper.
However, its greedy nature may not yield a satisfactory result in
some cases. For example, with a set of feature lines radiating out
symmetrically from a center (e.g., the spokes of a wheel), our algo-
rithm would attempt to assign the same orientation to two opposite
lines, while a more natural, symmetric field would have a singular-
ity at the center and interpolate opposite lines in opposite orienta-
tions. Such global information as symmetry has not been consid-
ered currently but will be interesting to explore in future work.

4.2 Constrained vector field diffusion

The above curve orientation algorithm works along with any
method that generates a smooth vector field from oriented vector
constraints, such as [Zhang et al. 2006; Fisher et al. 2007]. Due to
the iterative nature of our orientation algorithm, it is desirable to be
able to update the vector field at a fast speed. With these require-
ments in mind, we consider an alternative vector field generation
method that is both efficient to run and producing vector fields of
comparable quality to these other methods.

Our method is inspired by previous works that consider har-
monic functions, whose smoothness is inherited from their phys-
ical interpretation as heat diffusion, for data interpolation [Orzan
et al. 2008; DeRose and Meyer 2006]. We compute the vector field
as three independent scalar functions (one for each 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 compo-
nent), each subject to constraints at a set of vertices. To efficiently
compute and update these functions, as needed by our curve orien-
tation algorithm, we consider the penalty method [Xu et al. 2009] to
enforce constraints since the implied linear system admits fast com-
putation as well as updating. The final vector field is projected onto
the surface tangent planes before texture optimization, as similarly
done in [Praun et al. 2000].

Let x be the 𝑥 component of the unknown vector field (other
components are treated similarly), and b the 𝑥 component of the
vector constraints. We compute x as the minimizer of the following
energy that combines harmonicity with a quadratic penalty term:

x = argminx̂{
1

2
x̂TLx̂+ ∣∣P1/2(x̂− b)∣∣2}. (2)

Here, L is the cotan Laplacian matrix defined as L = D − W,
where W𝑖𝑗 = 1

2
(cot𝛼𝑖𝑗 + cot𝛽𝑖𝑗) if vertex pair {𝑖, 𝑗} forms an

edge and 𝛼𝑖𝑗 , 𝛽𝑖𝑗 are opposite angles to the edge, and W𝑖𝑗 = 0
otherwise, and D is a diagonal matrix of the row sums of W.
The penalty matrix P is a diagonal matrix where P𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼 ∕= 0
if and only if there is a constraint vector at vertex 𝑖. For the penalty
weight, we choose 𝛼 = 1.0×108 for all the examples in this paper.

Implementation The minimization can be obtained by solving the
linear system (L + P)x = Pb using Cholesky factorization. To
avoid re-solving the system at each step of our orientation algo-
rithm, we only update the previously solved vector field. To do
so, we utilize the efficient super-nodal algorithm [Davis and Hager
2006; Davis 2006], as in [Xu et al. 2009], for updating a sparse
Cholesky factorization. The algorithm requires the modifications
to the coefficient matrix to be low-rank. This is ensured in our case
as the number of added vector constraints each time is much smaller
than the total number of vertices in the input mesh.

Comparison Our diffusion-based method generates vector fields
with comparable quality to existing methods under the same con-
straints, as shown in Figure 4 by a comparison to [Zhang et al. 2006]
and [Fisher et al. 2007]. When plugged into our curve orientation
algorithm for vector field generation, all three methods resulted in
the same curve orientations as shown in the figure. On the other
hand, our method achieves better efficiency. For this example, each
vector field generation step took 0.33 seconds, 0.67 seconds, and
over 11 minutes respectively using our method, [Fisher et al. 2007]

[Fisher et al. 2007]. [Zhang et al. 2006]. Ours.

Figure 4: Smooth vector fields generated by three methods from a
given set of oriented curves (orientation shown by blue arrows).

(using implementation provided by the authors), and [Zhang et al.
2006] (using our own implementation). Note that the latter two
methods work directly on tangent vectors on the surface while ours
projects non-tangent vectors onto the surface afterwards.

5 Feature-to-feature texture optimization
With a smooth vector field that naturally “flows” with the curve fea-
tures on the surface, we next synthesize texture patterns guided by
the field. Vector field guided synthesis has been previously achieved
in an optimization-based framework in both 2D [Kwatra et al. 2005]
and 3D [Kwatra et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2009]. We observe that
while the result of such un-constrained optimization conforms to
the overall surface shape, as in Figure 2(c), when the texture exem-
plar contains prominent feature lines, such as those in Figure 5(a),
being able to align these texture features exactly to surface features
would greatly enhance the shape appearance, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 2(d). After reviewing the optimization framework for texture
synthesis on surfaces, we will introduce our modification in the en-
ergy formulation to enforce exact feature-to-feature alignment.

5.1 Texture optimization on surfaces
Given a texture exemplar, the synthesis technique of [Kwatra et al.
2005; Kwatra et al. 2007] seeks colors at points on the output image
that minimize the matching error between each local patch on the
output image with the most similar patch in the exemplar.

Specifically, denote by 𝑍 the input exemplar, and by 𝑋 the syn-
thesized output on the surface. We minimize the global energy

𝐸𝑡(X; {z𝑝}) =
∑
𝑝∈𝑋†

𝜆𝑝𝜔𝑝 ∣x𝑝 − z𝑝∣2, (3)

where 𝑋† is a subset of points in 𝑋 , x𝑝 refers to the vectorized
colors of the points in a local grid-patch around the surface point
𝑝 ∈ 𝑋†, z𝑝 refers to the vectorized neighborhood in 𝑍 whose ap-
pearance is most similar to x𝑝, and 𝜔𝑝 is set as in Section 3.1 of
[Kwatra et al. 2005]. In the un-constrained scenario, weights 𝜆𝑝

are set to be 1. These notations are illustrated in Figure 5(b,c). The
minimization is solved by iterating between searching for the best
matching exemplar neighborhoods z𝑝 for each x𝑝 and minimizing
𝐸𝑡 with respect to 𝑋 using a linear system.

The energy is minimized over a subset 𝑋† of mesh vertices.
Given the size 𝑤 of the local grid-patch, the vertices x𝑝 in 𝑋†

should be carefully selected so that all the local grid-patches of
x𝑝 should together cover the whole surface. Therefore, we have
to ensure that the distance between neighboring sample vertices in
𝑋† is less than 𝑤. We follow the sampling method in [Chen et al.
2009] to obtain 𝑋†. Specifically, we start by uniformly sampling
the vertices using distance 𝑟𝑤 along the salient curves, where 𝑟 is a
user-chosen parameter in [0, 1] to control the sample spacing. Then
we select the vertices near the salient curves and finally randomly
select the other vertices in-between the curves so that the distance
between two neighboring vertices is less than 𝑟𝑤. The parameter 𝑟
is chosen empirically as 𝑟 = 0.25.



Figure 5: (a) Texture patterns containing prominent feature lines
(green). (b-c) Notations for describing patch-based optimization.

5.2 Feature-to-feature constrained optimization
We next constrain the texture optimization above to enforce exact
alignment between texture features and surface features. Given a
texture exemplar, we extract the prominent features in the exemplar
as piecewise linear segments using a heuristic approach [Wu and
Yu 2004], optionally allowing user sketching. When more than one
feature lines are detected, we select one as the principal feature line.
Example feature lines are shown in Figure 5(a).

To achieve feature alignment in the above patch-matching
paradigm, we enforce those patches on the surface that are cen-
tered at points near salient curves to match with only those patches
in the texture exemplar that are centered at pixels near feature lines.
That is, we constrain the texture matching for those points 𝑝 ∈ 𝑋†

which are close to the salient curves. Specifically, consider the set
of all salient curves 𝒞 on the surface, and denote 𝑑(𝑝, 𝒞) the closest
geodesic distance from a point 𝑝 ∈ 𝑋† to the salient curves. If
𝑑(𝑝, 𝒞) < 𝑤/2, which means that the local patch x𝑝 at point 𝑝 cov-
ers some feature line, then we consider only those z𝑝 whose center
pixel’s distance to the nearest texture feature differs from 𝑑(𝑝, 𝒞)
by less than a user-specified threshold when searching for the most
similar patch z𝑝 in the texture exemplar to the surface patch x𝑝. As
an example, the patch with a blue outline in the exemplar in Fig-
ure 5(c) will be considered when matching with the surface patch
in (b), while the patch with a red outline in the exemplar will not.
To ensure small matching error near salient curves, we re-define the
weights in Equation (3) as

𝜆𝑝 = 1/(𝑑(𝑝, 𝒞) + 𝜖0), (4)

where 𝜖0 = 1.0×10−6 is a small number to avoid division by zero.

6 Results
We show examples demonstrating our feature-aligned texturing
technique on a range of models. In all examples, we adopt the
algorithm and available implementation of Yoshizawa et al. [2005]
for fast and robust detection of crest lines on meshes. Given an
input model, its crest lines, and a user-selected texture exemplar,
texturing is then performed fully automatically.

Figure 6 compares textures synthesized on the same model
guided by vector fields constrained by feature curves with arbitrary
orientations (a) and orientations computed using our incremental al-
gorithm (b). Observe that the distortions and singularities are much
less severe in (b) than in (a). Similar observations can be made in
Figure 3. Note that even with proper curve orientation, singulari-
ties are not entirely avoidable. However, our orientation algorithm
tends to push the remaining singularities to “corners” where two or

Figure 6: Texturing of a surface with arbitrary (a) vs. incrementally
computed (b) orientation of feature curves. Curve orientations are
shown by green arrows (top). Note the singularities indicated in (a).

more feature curves meet, as shown in Figure 3(e). These corner
singularities appear to have less visual impact compared to those
occurring over a flat region, e.g., compare with Figure 3(a).

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our texturing tech-
nique in decorating and enhancing shape appearance, we show a
gallery of examples in Figure 7. For each model, we compare be-
tween texturing results synthesized without and with feature align-
ment. Observe that the latter present a more natural fit to the surface
and better reveal the geometry or structure of the shapes by enhanc-
ing the appearance of their salient feature curves. In Figure 8, we
show texturing aligned with multiple levels of feature curves on
the Bimba model. One easily observes the clearer depiction of the
mouth at a low feature resolution and further around the eyes at a
high feature resolution, due to alignment of texture patterns with
features identified over those regions.

Performance Our tests are performed on a 2.5GHz Intel Core 2
Duo PC with 2GB of RAM. Using fast harmonic field update, as
discussed in Section 4.2, vector field generation is performed under
one minute for a model with 400K triangles, where updating of the
vector field at each step of curve orientation takes about 1 second.
The optimization-based texture synthesis step currently takes about
20 minutes for a model at a similar size. We anticipate that this per-
formance can be substantially improved by performing synthesis at
multiple mesh resolutions, as successfully demonstrated in [Kwatra
et al. 2007].

7 Conclusion and future work
The essence of a 3D shape is well reflected by its salient feature
curves and the essence of a textured shape is precisely revealed
only when its feature lines exactly align with those in the associated
texture. We achieve the latter with a novel and fully automatic tech-
nique combining orientation computation of salient feature curves,
curve-guided harmonic vector diffusion, and example-based texture
synthesis with exact feature-to-feature alignment.

There are a number of venues of future work. On the technical
side, our curve orientation algorithm can be further improved by
considering global structure of the surface features, such as sym-
metry. Our un-optimized texture synthesis implementation could
also benefit from hierarchical techniques [Kwatra et al. 2007] and
GPU implementations [Huang et al. 2007]. On the perceptual end,
it would be most interesting and informative to conduct user studies
on the effectiveness of texturing that exploits shape features.
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